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SUBJECT: Limerick PRA and Related Considerations

Dear Dr. Okrent,

Pursuant to your request during the ACRS meeting combining the Limerick and Relia-
bility and Probabilistic Assessment subconmittees held in Los Angeles on Oct. 20,
1984, I am pleased to supply these comments and observations on the subject topic.
I will concentrate my response on those items which I consider pertinent to evaluating
whether the Limerick PRA and SARA studies, considered in conjunction with the NRC/
contractor review of the studies, support the premise that operation of Limerick
Unit 1 imposes no undue risk to the public.

1. Based on my limited review (emphasizing internal event risks) of the documentation
supplied relevant to the Limerick risk studies, I find no concerns which would lead
me to suspect that operation of the Limerick Unit 1 plant imposes undue public risk.

'

2. There appears to be some confusion and inconsistency over the NRC's postition re-
garding the scope, methodolooy, and intended risk comparative use of the Limerick
PRA as well as PECo's position. The original NRC request t) PECo explicitly requested
use of the WASH-1400 methodology (per NUREG-1068), and a comparison of results with
WASH-1400. This implies that a determination of Limerick risk acceptability was to
have been made on the basis of WASH-1400 (Peach Bottom) comparisons. However, PEco
did not duplicate the WASH-1400 methodology in all areas, only selected ones. The
Limerick PRA therefore represents a study which mixes UASH-1400 methodology with more
recent methods. For example, UASH-1400 methodology was used regardino assumptions on
retention and holdup of radioact'ive material, but more advanced analytical methods
were used to evaluate the containment response to severe accidents. Further, the NRC
specifies that the objective of the study was to " determine if Limerick presents a dis-
protortionately high segment of total societal risk posed by operation of all power
reactors.* It n not clear what is to be used as the risk index for "all power reac-
tors", MSH-1400 (which purports to represent risk from all reactors) or some other
composite of more recent existing PRA's which do not claim application beyond a specific
pl ant. The NRC objective statement also seems incomplete in that it does not pruide
any consideration or comparison of non-nuclear risks which form the basis for the NRC
safety goal.'

Rather than rely on a comparison of Limerick results to SSH-1400 or some other ,

undefined measure for "all power reactors", the NRC appears to rely on comparisions
with the Indian Point and ion results.

3. In reviewing the three risk assessments provided (LGS-PRA, LGS; SARA, and BNCs in-
dependent review) along with actual intended plant operation, a confusing and incon-
sistent mix of assumptions and analytical methods appears which tends to obfuscate

8conclusions and comparisons. Some of the more inportant of these are:
-use of containment sprays
-suppression pool decontamination factors
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-ADS logic modifications
-codes used for accident progression
-revisions of the CRAC code
-RHR cross-connect with Unit 2
-source terms (WASH-1400 vs. NUREG-0772)

As an example of these problems, in comparing the BNE and LGS-PRA results, NUREG/CR-
3028 (Table 1, Pg xxvi) shows that the LGS-PRA results (core melt probability, early
and latent fatalaties) are all lower than WASH-1400, while the BNL revisions are all

However, the BNL latent fatality estimates are about 9 times higher thanhigher.
WASH-1400, while the core melt probability and early fatalaties are less than a factor

These results seem inconsistent. Further, the BNL report says that theof 2 higher.
revised CRAC model employed " increased health effects by a factor of 3" over the
WASH-1400 results (and presumably the LGS-PRA results which apparently used the WASH-
1400 CRAC version). It is not clear how this increase in " health effects" influences
the early and latent fatalities.

. As I indicated during the los Angeles meeting, the LGS-PRA mixes conservative,4.
realistic, possibly optimistic, and occassionaly what appear to be arbitrary assum-
ptions. The BNL approach is similar. This approach, I have observed, is employed
in all PRA's because of our limited knowledge and resources in several areas. As
BNL concludes (NUREG/CR-3028), the LGS-PRA includes both conservative and optimistic
analysis, and a balance could not be determined (Pg. xxv). Further, BNL notes that
th2 LGS-PRA core meltdown analysis is not conducted "in a sufficiently realistic man-
n3r to evaluate mitigation schemes"(Pg. xxvi). These criticisms imply that use of
the PRA to identify risk dominant elements may be misleading. (I note in this regard
that PECo, as stated at the L.A. meeting, intends to use the PRA primarily as a tool
to help reduce core melt probability. I endorse this limited use until we have more
definitive information on containment failure modes and source terms.)

The second BNL conclusion a o e appears to directly compromise the validity of
the NRC sponsored effort (described by Kastenberg and Hammond) to evaluate mitigation
schemes in which the Limerick PRA results are used as a baselime for Mark II plants.

Sincerel ,
.
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cc: Dr. Richard Savio, ACRS


